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solucÃtra sortseun ed sohcuM setneL And at dusk, they go with the f/2.8 (although we have used the f/4 f/4 on several trips and works surprisingly well when shooting at a low low bass The Olympus 12-40mm f/2.8 is not without its drawbacks. The 10-18mm in particular is a good choice for your low weight (8 ounces) if you are planning to use a hand
gymbal. Sony 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 (1.173) Category: TelefotoWeight: 30.1 oz. What we like: A relatively cheap telephoto option for FE. What we don't do: Low light performance and softness towards the edges. And although the 16-35mm f/2.8 below can be the most versatile wide-angle option for FE, the Zeiss Batis 18mm f/2.8 is the first principle.
First, the adapter's cost is significant in relation to the cost of lenses (the Metabones adapter is currently $399, for example). That is, Canon re-enrolled the noisy engine and added a third-image stabilizing mode aimed at capturing fast moving objects. We'll start by saying we were an early adopter of the Sony 16-35mm f/4. Compatibility: Olympus vs.
But we have included weight both in our product specifications and in our comparison table for reference. The “L” series is dominated by lenses that are f/2.8 and faster, but the company has stretched it to include models like the 24-105mm f/4L and 24-70mm f/4L. In total, the 18-55mm STM is an appropriate choice as part of a kit, and in particular if
you are in a tight budget (you can capture quality photos with any lens). The most important thing is that you can throw it in your camera and you never need to change glass. However, we continue to favor going in a different direction, and especially when you take into account the size and weight of the Sony 18-200mm to 16.3 ounces. Essentially, a
floating element in the lens changes according to movements, which can be particularly useful when using voluminous telephoto lenses. It is true that the FE lens options for Sony are still more limited than the offers for Canon cameras andbut the collection is growing and much more impressive in 2020 than a year ago. But if you are a dedicated
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yam taht yam etat yam etat yam taht yam taht yam taht yam taht yam taht yam etat yam taht yam etat yam etat yam etat yam etatcaf in 8.1/f MM54 SUPMYLO EHT ,TEB that if emirp 39.9 oz. For another quality option at this focal length, try the Sigma 85mm f/1.4.See theÃ ÂCanon 85mm f/1.2L 9. But taking into account all of the variables including
image quality and price, we love saving with the 25mm f/1.7. Ã ÂSee the Panasonic 25mm f/1.7 3. f/2.8 Yes 77mm Sigma 35mm f/1.4 Art $695 Street/travel 23.4 oz. Sony 20mm f/2.8 ($298) Category: Street35mm equivalent: 30mmWeight: 2.4 oz.Ã ÂWhat we like: A low-profile, pancake-style lens.Ã ÂWhat we don¢ÃÂÂt: Lacks the typical sharpness of
primes.Ã Â Mirrorless cameras are smaller and less bulky than their DSLR counterparts, so many people try to find a lens to match. It's worth noting that you don't want to sacrifice too much in terms of optical quality in the name of shaving weight. You get a whole lot of sharpness and bokeh for an f/1.8, and autofocus is excellent. That being said, the
optics are better than the Olympus and Panasonic 40-150mm f/4-5.6 lenses, and it's more compact. In terms of other options in this category, we also like the Sony 16-70mm f/4, which is pricier but adds Zeiss glass to the mix. As mentioned above, we appreciate the lower price point and smaller size of the 55mm f/1.8, but for those who want even
more low light performance and bokeh, the Sony 50mm f/1.4 is the ticket. Starting with the positives: this is a versatile lens with reasonably good optics, and many people appreciate the convenience factor. Compared to other mostly plastic and rather marginal Nikon and Canon 18-55mm kit lenses, this Fujifilm is built better and far superior from an
optical perspective. Unfortunately, the two available options from Sony are either a bit underwhelming (the 35mm f/1.8) or overpriced (the 35mm f/1.4). Panasonic vs. The Panasonic delivers in this regard: it's reasonably light while still producing top-notch images.Ã ÂSee the Panasonic 8-18mm f/2.8-4 4. This may change in the coming years. 75mm
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have problems to focus manually, and some of us even prefer that it is not a great system for It was great news when Sony launched on 16-35 mm f/2.8 gm above, but they coupled it with 12-24 mm f/4. There are a couple of important considerations to choose the Zeiss Touit 12 mm. For the majority of the other people, we prefer to save with the 16-35
mm f/4. See the fee of 16-35 mm f/4l is 4. Sony does not specifically announce that their lenses are completely sealed, but they have a certain level of dust and built-in humidity resistance. There are some reasons why we do not have the 11-16 mm high tokina. It is extremely good with little light with f/1.4, you can create excellent bokeh and field
depth, and it is a course with little distorting. That is a winning formula in our book. This lens has it covered up to an equivalent of 305 mm and with a very very respectable opening of f/3.5-4.8 (for a teleobjective, that is). See the Olympus 45 mm F/1.8 12. To obtain more information, see our comparison table of Canon EF lenses and the tips of
purchase of glasses under the selections. You can buy lenses for your A7R IVã ¢ and use them in your A6600 when necessary. If the price is an important concern, the Sony 18-105 mm anterior offers rank for $ 300 less, but we believe that 16-70 mm is higher from an Óstptic perspective. See the Sony 16-70 mm F/4 6. F/4.5-6.3 OSS ($ 348) Category:
Telephoto35 mm Equivalent: 82.5-315 mm Weight: 12.2 Oz. We like it: light for a teleobjective. There are not many electronic assembly lens options at the end of the spectrum teleobjective spectrum, but the 55-210 mm model distant has a more distant reach with an equivalent of 315 mm (the second is 18 -200 mm with a 300 mm equivalent). With
more rose Opening to increase the shutter speed. For the mirrorless mirror of Sony, Zeiss dominates the landscape and calls that "third" is stretching it a little (the relationship between Sony and Zeiss is quite close). The Fujifilm 50-140 mm F/2.8 is the third teleobjective lens listed here because of its limited focal length range. The canon 24-70 mm
f/2.8l II (classified #1 on this list) is an excellent lens of all photographs of portraits and weddings. F/1.4 Sã 67 mm Sony 16-35 mm F/2.8 Gm $ 1,998 Great Érulo 24 O.Z F/2.8 Sã 82 mm Sony 50 mm F/1.4 $ 1,498 Trips/Portrait 27.4 Oz. Unless you plan to shoot at the end of the spectrum, it is a better value and less load. Lente with multiple mounts
(Nikon or Sony also, for example), and since they do not make the royal cages, the automatic approach tends to be a bit more slow and less accurate that the native canal lenses. To be clear, the EF-S lenses cannot be used in full frames, but the majority of the EF lenses can be used in crop sensors. Main lenses This debate can be endless, and there is
no universally correct response for each photograph. Sony 12-24 mm f/4 ($ 1,673) Category: great Érulo weight: 19.9 Oz. We like it: a real complete frame of Sony. What we are not: does not take screw filters. Otherwise, Canon 70-200mm f/4 is a better value and more easy to carry. Canon launched its second iteration of this lens the past year, which
offers important improvements in the stabilization of images. 1. Yes, it has the same open opening that our best choice, but the price difference is only $ 400 and the fee is considerably better in both in the physical performance and as a construction. The second is the price, which is a significant $ 200 més. There are a couple of notable exceptions to
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.41 ¢Ã orP 8.2/f mm 41-7 supmylO le aeV .selbinopsid n³Ãiccetorp ed satreibuc sahcum sal ed anu rop atreibuc aram¡Ãc us renetnam somadnemocer ,dadiliuqnart s¡ÃM mention Voigtlander lenses for micro four-thirds. Sigma's 10-20 mm f/3.5 and Tokina's 11-16 mm f/2.8 are fasterAlso more soft and more expensive. But times have changed, including
the launch of Sony 200-600 mm F/5.6-6.3, resulting in more teleobjective options for faith. The short answer is that the majority of people and fans photographers in particular should start with a good zoom lens. If you have used a complete frame maple or know the focal distances, the cultivation factor can be very ã Étil to choose your EF-S lenses.
Leaving these problems aside, the image quality produced by this canon 85 mm f/1.2 is excellent and should not disappoint even the demanding most of the photographers. Third -party lenses that will notice that most lenses on this list are manufactured by Canon. Main glasses One of the largest decisions that will take a zoom or cousin lens. And with
a focus length equivalent to 24-80 mm, this is an ideal travel lens and tour that can handle the majority of your photography needs. The f/4 version described above is a top -level lens in its own right, creates better Sun stars and saves around $ 900 at cost and almost 6 ounces of weight. The long name is the result of Sony's association with Zeiss,
which is more obvious in the t* coating that results in excellent clarity and color. There are a range of adapters to choose from, including the Fotodiox EF/EF-S to Fujifilm X Mount and Nikon to Fujifilm X Mount. Fujifilm 55-200 mm F/3.5-4.8 OIS ($ 699) Category: Teleobjective35 mm Equivalent: 84-305 mm Weight: 20.5 Oz. We like it: Sydish zoom
range and good Óstica. What we are not slow. Zeiss Batis 18 mm F/2.8 ($ 1,274) Category: great angle weight: 11.6 oz. We like it: increase sharpness and color interpretation. What we don't have: not heavy but a bit bulky. F/2.8 Sã 82 mm Sony 16-35 mm f/4 $ 1,098 wide angle 18.3 oz. In a nutshell, the Panasonic Leica 42.5 mm f/1.2 is the cream of
the harvest. However, there is no doubt that f/2.8 is superior from an optical perspective and the right choice for seriousphotographers. The much less expensive photodiox adapter works in Sony E-Mount's cages but can expect the automatic approach to be remarkably slower. And street photography is generally better of about 35mm to 50mm.
Olimpo 40-150mm F/2.8 PRO (1,339) Category: Portrait/Telefoto35mm Equivalent: 80-300mmpeso: 26.8 Oz. What we like: versatility and great use. What we do not do: the most heavy lens of this list. It is good to finish at a strong point. Third senses When you buy for EF lenses for your full frame system, a series of third -party manufactures (Sigma,
Tamron and Tokina) make lenses compatible with canon Cámaras. Zoom Lenses vs. Keep your temperate expectations with a lens like Sony 55-210mm. Fujifilm 18-55mm F/2.8-4 OIS ($ 699) Category: Trip/Portrait35mm Equivalent: 27-84mmpeso: 10.9 oz. What we like: excellent value as part of a kit. What we do not do: for the complete MSRP, you
cannot stand other goals on this list. You can work a whole night without having to change the lenses or compromise the quality. The zooms are generally heavy, although the fujifilm mirror lenses still weigh less than the most comparable DSLR lenses. Cost Fujifilm lenses are not for Meager. In summary, the opening is the size of the opening of the
lens through which the light passes, and impacts almost everything related to the quality of the image: bokeh, depth of field and acuity. Olympus 40-150mm F/4-5.6 ($ 99) Category: Portrait/Telefoto35mm Equivalent: 80-300mmpeso: 6.7 oz. What we like: light and cheap. The distorting is heavy, softness is present and particularly in the corners, and
OSS's image stabilization is largely unnecessary (Sony has been stabilization of image incorporated into all its last bodies of cages). You can shoot everything from wildlife portraits, filling your bag of cages Very reasonable price. As is the case with almost any cheap telephoto zoom, you will want to do most of your shooting with 4.1/f mm 61 le erbos
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mooZ Raven moment, and you can expect some softness in the corners, particularly in the End of zoom range. When there were only 16-35 mm f/4, we were very happy with the image quality provided by that lens. With a 24 mm focal length equivalent, it is a good choice for landscapes, and will simply not overcome the low light capabilities with any
primary lens or zoom comparable to Sony E Mount. We like this lens more for photography than the video. In normal lighting, you can produce sharp images in a variety of conditions. It gets what you pay here: the performance of little light is mediocre in f/4.5-6.3, and there is a remarkable drop in sharpness (particularly at the end of the telephoto). If
you're looking for a unique solution for your Fujifilm camera, this is it. For a cheaper wide-angle premium, refer to the Rokinon 12 mm f/2 manual approach below. See fujifilm 14 mm f/2.8 10. and creamy bokeh that serious photographers love. On the other hand, the EF mounting lenses are compatible with the crop sensor cameras (APS-C). Sony did
not partner with Zeiss in this case, but almost everything is still aligned: the lens offers good sharpness, solid performance with little light and a resistant construction. For more background information, see our X-Mount lens comparison table and purchase tips below the selections. If possible, we recommend that you stay in Olympus, Panasonic or
Third-party lenses with a designated assembly of Micro Four Thirds. What we don't have: costly, heavy and imageless stabilization. And the Sony 18-135 mm has more scope and is lighter, although with lower output of little light at the end of the telephoto lens. See the Sony 18-105 mm f/4 3. : Great angle 35 mm equivalent: 15-27 mmmmweight: 8 oz.
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mm tamron can do everything. third, it is difficult to overcome the quality of canon construction. a more expensive option on this focal pointRange is 35mm f/1.4 below. But perhaps its largest point of sale is the range of focal length, which covers everything from landscape plans to closing portraits (it has an additional 35mm over the popular 2470mm). These lenses cover everything from great angular photos to portraits, and if you add a 70-200 mm lens, you will have great coverage in the most used focal lengths. Portugal with the Canon 24-105mm F/4 Silence Paulo Valdivieso professionals and enthusiasts who specialize in a certain type of photography often buy cousins in their most used
focal lengths. If it weren't for the canon 10-18mm above, it would be a non-brain to classify the sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 més high. Canon 100mm F/2.8L Macro ($ 749) Category: Macro/Portraitpeso: 22 oz. Image stabilization: only we like: sharp. What we do not do: one of the less versatile lenses of this list. And the u³ptic performance of version F/4 is
large in general: the objective is acute, it has reasonable levels of distorting, it creates excellent solar stars, and has a construction sealed by the time for the protection of the elements. Zoom debate is endless, and in reality, both can be good options. Everything that is said, you would be hard to pressure to find a better great angle lens. We have no
complaints with the image quality offered by this lens, and since F/2.8 of 14 mm of Fujifilm is two slower stops, it is an ideal chosen option for those who value speed. V © fujifilm 16mm f/1.4 15. Canon 16-35mm f/4l ($ 725) Category: ã Imported angle: 21.7 oz. Image stabilization: only we like: more light and considerably less expensive than 16-35mm
f/2.8 below. What we do not do: not so good in the low light. Canon 50mm F/1.2L (1,299) Category: Travel/Transporte: 20.8 Oz. Image stabilization: nolo we like: increased field depth and edsed edsed osulcni ,otelpmoc o±Ãamat ed RLSD sol arap nadnuba sorecret ed setnel saL amgiS ed aicneserp etneicerc aL .lapicnirp etnel anu arap orac yuM
:somecah on euq oL like Sigma and Tokina. The Sony Vario-Tessar 16-70mm above may be more versatile, but if you want top-notch image quality at a 35mm equivalent focal length, the 24mm f/1.8 Zeiss Sonnar is one of the best E-mount lenses on the market. This differs from in-camera image stabilization, which occurs when the sensor itself
undergoes a similar process. STM lenses still perform well for still photography, and the new Nano USM is an exciting development that we expect to see more of in the future. Ã Â Portrait photographers have a number of intriguing options at the 85mm focal length, but our favorite of the bunch is the Sony 85mm f/1.8. For around $550, you get
excellent sharpness (even when wide open), fast and accurate autofocus, premium build quality, and a reasonable weight of 13.1 ounces. For macro photography and close-up portraits, the 100mm f/2.8 from Canon is a no-brainer. Although not a GM lens, the 12-24mm does pretty much everything well: it¢ÃÂÂs crisp, has minimal falloff at the corners,
and comes in relatively light at 19.9 ounces. In addition, the 40mm equivalent focal length isn't all that common-it lands between more traditional 35mm and 50mm focal lengths. It offers superb depth of field and low light performance, speedy autofocus, and excellent sharpness, even when wide open. Bokeh, depth of field, and color rendition are
unparalleled in the X-Mount lineup, and the lens performs extremely well even when wide open. In addition, Zeiss has created another bunch of its own lenses for Sony FE-mount cameras (¢ÃÂÂBatis¢ÃÂÂ and ¢ÃÂÂLoxia¢ÃÂÂ). Sony¢ÃÂÂs six ¢ÃÂÂGM¢ÃÂÂ Grand Master lenses are particularly strongÃ Âand the collection ofÃ Âprimes is growing
including the recent addition ofÃ ÂSigma ArtÃ Â lenses, which is a veryÃ Âexciting development. For Sony FE, first came the mediocre Sony 28-70mm f/3.5-5.6, then the decent Sony 24-70mm f/4, but neither was up to professional standards at this crucial focal length range. Last Ignidneped dnA .4 MTS SI 6.5-5.4/f mm81-01 nonaC eht eeS.llarevo
snel nuf yllaer a dna yrogetac Âelgna-ediw eht ni eciohc Âpot ruo si mm81-01 nonaCt ,snosaer eseht roF .snel seires tafâlâ nâ nâ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪♪♪♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪
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Reports on this subject are mixed, however, and cost savings are significant enough that image value and quality can overcome any automatic approach concern. If you usually shoot portraits and plan to have a 50mm in your cages a good piece of time, the cost of this lens is worth it. However, when using an autofocus adapter, it can suffer or even be
non -existent, and the DSLR lenses will be more bulky in a small micro four thirds body than a native lens. It does not make much sense as a court lens, but it can replace its entire bag of cages and a serious layer of simplicity for the trip and daily use. What are the deficiencies of the 50mm fee f/1.8 STM? As hard, the adapters are expensive and are
not exactly known for their reliability. We approach the bottom of this list with another Premium zoom, and one designed to slightly pair the popular 70-200mm focal length range. Fujifilm 10-24mm F/4 ($ 899) Category: ã Ingle Width35mm Equivalent: 15-36mmpeso: 14.5 oz. What we like: the great angle zoom for Fujifilm. The opening is measured in
F-Stops, and the lower part of the F-Stop (f/2.8, f/1.8, etc.), the largest opening and more light can enter. Tokina is another contender and we even prefer its lens all in one of 16-300 mm on the Canon 18-200mm. The most impressive is its last opening of f/2, which is excellent for astrophotography and another low -light photograph. The first is the
price: $ 2,000 makes it considerably expensive that the canon 24-70mm f/2.8 or Nikon 24-70mm f/2.8. It is also more heavy than any of those two lenses at a power of 31.3 ounces. The STM lenses (storage engine) are more new and have a soft and silent vinear. Sometimes the world is a much better place through a f/1.2 lens. atsah atsah otarter le y
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####################################################################################### MSU orcaM 8.2/f mm06 nonaC($ 629) Category: All-in One35mm equivalent: 25.6-480 mm weight: 19 oz. What we like: Terrific versatility. What we are not: focal length. For example, if you are a wedding
photographer or event, the 24-70 mm f/2.8 focal length of 24-70 mm is really difficult to overcome. For the interior and night photos, which are common with this type of lens, the update in the quality of the image is well worth the price. See canon 24-70 mm f/2.8L II 2. If people's photos are a central part of your photograph and you can afford 24-70
mm f/2.8, go for it. The main distinction varies according to the type of camera, and Sony now has a strong FE zoom lot (the 16-35 mm f/2.8 trifect, 24-70 mm and 70-200 mm is now covered). The best models are expensive and cheaper, usually come with some sacrifices. And although this lens is sealed by the weather for the protection of the
elements, it does not depend on the quality of construction of the Canon L series. Maximum opening apart from choosing a focal (s) distance (s) and the lens type (Zoom vs. but we still congratulate Fujifilm on coming to the plate with this lens: the optical and the automatic approach are surprisingly good for such a long telephoto lens, which include a
telephoto lens, including Stabilization of the optical image. See fujifilm 100-400 mm f/4.5-5.6 13. Olympus 12-100 mm f/4 Pro ($ 1,299) Category: all in a 35 mm equivalent: 24-200 mmweight: 19.8 oz. for a multipurpose lens. The quality is there to support it. A remarkable problem we have with the Sony 28 mm f/2 is the focal distance. In terms of
cousins, the f/2 versions are substantially cheaper than f/1.4s, but F/2 is to start, it's pretty fast. The automatic approach can be a little slower than with a native canon lens (you may want to calibrate the lens it, it, which isn¢ÃÂÂt optimal for some people). If not, the Sigma 50mm f/1.4 Art and Canon 50mm f/1.4 are viable alternatives for less.See the
Canon 50mm f/1.2L 3. This is a must-have Micro Four Thirds lens for those on a budget.Ã What we don't: Plastic build and average optics.Ã Telephoto lens options abound for Micro Four Thirds, from this inexpensive Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 down to the very pricey "Pro" version below at the same focal lengths. It's important to remember that
you're going to be carrying the lens for extended periods either around your neck or in your camera bag, and weight definitely makes a difference over time. It¢ÃÂÂs a great option for people photos and one of the best values of any Sony E-mount prime. Panasonic 20mm f/1.7 II ($268) Category: Street/travel35mm equivalent: 40mmWeight: 3.1
oz.What we like: Low profile and light.Ã What we don't: Autofocus can be slow and loud.Ã Due to its compact size and reasonable price, the Panasonic 20mm f/1.7 II is one of the more popular Micro Four Thirds lenses on the market (the original version had banding issues with high ISO images, so make sure to get the improved "II"). Ã Ã Third-party
lens manufacturer Sigma has made serious waves in the full-frame world with their "Art" series, but they have some nice options for Micro Four Thirds as well. Fujifilm 56mm f/1.2 ($899) Category: Portrait35mm equivalent: 85mmWeight: 14.3 oz.What we like: The fastest Fujifilm lens on the market.What we don¢ÃÂÂt: Heavy and autofocus could be
better. That leaves the Canon 10-22mm in an awkward spot¢ÃÂÂit¢ÃÂÂs a good lens but we prefer to save with the options above.Ã See theÃ Canon 10-22mm f/3.5-4.5 USM 13. Ã For our top ¢ÃÂÂnormal¢ÃÂÂ lens for Sony full frame, it was a close call between the 55mm f/1.8 and the 50mm f/1.4 below. It¢ÃÂÂs worth noting that camera
manufacturers continue to focus on the quality of their zoom offerings, and many are now designed with enthusiasts and supmylO .aÃfargotof al ed odnum le ne odibmuz ohcum odaerc nah ynoS ed otelpmoc ocram ed ojepse nis saram¡Ãc saL 3 S-FE nonaC setnel ed arpmoc ed sojesnoc ed anig¡Ãp artseun a revloV .selbitapmoc nos etnemacinc©Ãt
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se 004,1$ isaC .etnel anu rigele la ¡Ãramot euq setnatropmi s¡Ãm senoisiced sal ed anu se amix¡Ãm arutreba al ,lacof dutignol al ed etrapA amix¡ÃM arutrepA .rop adiconoc se nonaC euq dadilac atla ed âLâ eires anu y ,n³Ãisrotsid ed selbanozar selevin ,azeduga narg anu seneitbo etnel atse noC .etneinevnocni royam us sojel rop se 4.1/f mm58 amgiS
led osep lE .ovitejbo etse noc rev euq ohcum renet nebed soires sotarter ed sofarg³Ãtof sol ,ovitacifingis otneucsed le atneuc ne eneit es odnauC .omirp nu arap etreuf se y zul atreic ne otnel res edeup euq ,ocofotua se oremirp lE .otarab s¡Ãm se y azeduga narg anu ecerfo 8.1/f mm55 le orep ,omitlºÃ etse ed adip¡Ãr s¡Ãm 4.1/f amix¡Ãm arutrepa al
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.odip¡Ãr s¡Ãm y 8.2/f nos euq smooz etnemlaicepseâ etnem ne f/1.8 ($249) Category: Portrait35mm equivalent: 90mmWeight: 90mmWeight:Oz. What we like: a quality portrait lens for a reasonable price. What we do not do: Planistic construction. The majority of the people do not want to bombard the Panasonic Leica 42.5mm f/1.2 above, but there is
good news: Olympus makes a very respectable alternative for a cost fraction. We believe that some universal is universal: perhaps all the lenses â € œlâ € should be sealed over time or have a maximum opening of f/2.8 or more rose. As last, Fujifilm has such strong first quality offers that it is difficult to give up all in favor of a zoom. It is also important
to avoid changing the lenses in the inclination climate since breaking the seal between the lens and the Cámara will exhibit the vulnerable points of your team. However, the Micro Four Thirds format is dazzling with options and can choose between any model manufactured by Olympus or Panasonic. However, F/1.4 can be a bit more soft than we like
for a cousin and autofocus can be slow and inaccurate. Certain zooms, and Telefoto lenses in particular, can drag more than 20 ounces more than vracs. Fujifilm 16mm F/1.4 (899) Category: Width Width35mm Equivalent: 24 mmpeso: 13.2 oz. What we like: the most high level of the most level. What we do not do: we do not love focal length. A decent
opcion is the Fujifilm 60mm f/2.4, which reaches an equivalent focus length of 90 mm. And you will be sacrificing low light and depth performance with the maxing opening out in f/4. And you don't have the same construction quality as canon either, although this sigma lens is quite well done. The largest obsses in the choice of the fee 16-35mm f/2.8
III are its cost and size. The 24-70mm F/2.8 is the objective of every own for professionals and enthusiasts who want premium image and versatility. Besides, Sony has recently launched the 200-600mm lE lE :atsug son euq oL .zo 5.72 :osePonu ne odoT :aÃrogetaC )849$( 3.6-5.3/f mm042-42 ynoS .somirp 4/f mm006 y 8.2/f mm004 noc otnuj at
convenience. What we don't do: We think Sony a7 cameras deserve better. One of the best things you can do to make your Micro Four Thirds camera shine is to add a quick start. That's almost the whole package in our book. All things considered, can be the best 24-70mm f/2.8 in the market of any brand. For these reasons, we have more cousin
lenses on this list than usual, and more towards the top. And realistically, the wide range of focal length of 24-240mm means it lacks level optics. Finally, the target does not take screw filters due to its bulbous form. The 12-120mm f/4 is another impressive Olympus offer, and it is really the Swiss army knife of the Micro Four Thirds line. It focuses
quickly for the quiet but is soft and relatively silent for the video. Canon 50mm f/1.8 (125 dollars) Category: Travel/transportWeight: 5.6 oz. Image Stabilization: NotWhat We Like: Good optics and super cheap. What we don't do: Questionable quality construction. Canon's 50-fifty line is interesting to say the least, and even a little polarizing in terms of
the options. Currently, the only Nano USM lens on the EF-S market is the Canon 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6, which is offered in a kit with the 80D. But the 2470mm f/2.8 GM more than offsets it with image quality, which is why it is the main objective of FE-mount. See the Sony 24-70mm f/2.8 GM 2. In general, the prime lenses are faster in terms of opening,
lighter and less distortion, while the zooms are much more versatile covering a range of focal lengths. In addition, we find that the manual approach is a bit clunky in this particular objective, but we like the sharpness and quality of construction. But again, we love the value here-the Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 is a great way to fill your le le y olutÃt le
ne onacrec ojo nu renetnam ,otelpmoc ocram ed aram¡Ãc ynoS us arap setnel rarpmoc lAnosstreboR nnietsfaH oicneliS 4/f mm53-61 le noc aidnalsI .otarab le ne setnel ed Zeiss logo on the barrel.Ã ÂLenses with both ¢ÃÂÂSony¢ÃÂÂ and ¢ÃÂÂZeiss¢ÃÂÂ in the title are co-branded, while lenses with ¢ÃÂÂBatis¢ÃÂÂ and ¢ÃÂÂLoxia¢ÃÂÂ are exclusively
Zeiss. Focal length aside, this is one of Fujifilm¢ÃÂÂs best performing lenses. Given the image quality, price, and size, it's a really nice buy for Micro Four Thirds.See theÃ ÂPanasonic 35-100mm f/4-5.6 Ã Â 13. Distortion is low compared to other brands and sharpness is high. Fujifilm 35mm f/1.4 ($599) Category: Portrait/travel35mm equivalent:
53mmWeight: 6.6 oz.What we like: F/1.4 is a good place to be.What we don¢ÃÂÂt: Autofocus can be slow and a little loud.Ã Â The Fujifilm 35mm f/1.4 is the second ¢ÃÂÂnifty fifty¢ÃÂÂ on this list, coming in at a very versatile 52.5mm equivalent. If you¢ÃÂÂre in the market for an X-mount walk-around lens that can help take your travel and everyday
photography to the next level, look no further. From an image quality standpoint, the 55mm f/1.8 is surprisingly impressive. And the lens is fairly heavy for a prime at 15 ounces, but the image quality you'll get is simply unsurpassed. Don¢ÃÂÂt expect this lens to match your Zeiss in terms of build or image quality, but it¢ÃÂÂs a fun lens and a good
value.See theÃ ÂRokinon 12mm f/2 for Fujifilm 16. We¢ÃÂÂll start with the good news: this is Sony¢ÃÂÂs cheapest true telephoto lens, and it¢ÃÂÂs $200 less than the 70-200 f/4. Make sure to keep focal length equivalent in mind: FE lenses will be 1.5x longer on an APS-C camera (a 50mm lens will behave like a 75mm lens, etc.). First and foremost,
Canon offers the widest variety of EF-S lenses by far and has being expanding its native offerings for decades. Distortion is noticeable and low light performance is merely on par with other inexpensive zooms. At the end of the day, we appreciate the fixed maximum aperture of the latter and better performance at the long end, not to mention the
additional focal length coverage of the 18-135mm isn¢ÃÂÂt all Serial: neither lens is a true telephoto. This lens is sharp, it has a minimum distorting, it focuses rosely, and weighs 8 reasonable ounces, which is considerably light that comparable angular extension options for digital RLs. Stop this lens with a Cámara like the A6600, and has a hechuva
put for the outdoor photograph. Why isn't the Sony 10-18mm f/4 classified more high? We have achieved our quite soaked lenses without any negative effect, but we understand that it could not seem like a great idea for some. This is generally not a requirement for this type of lens, however, since portrait shooters prioritize the bokeh and the
maximum light entering the lens at speed. The Zeiss Touit 12mm F/2.8 offers a better low light performance than the Sony 10-18mm f/4 above for a complete stop, an excellent acuity, a minimum distortion and an excellent color delivery. It will have more hunting that with Sony's native lenses and the Sigma can have a hard block in time, which can
be quite frustrating when moving issues are fired. For those who need more scope, Sony offers two teleconversores, a 1.4x and 2.0x, both compatible with this lens in the A9 and A7R IV. In total, it is a good option for those who want to experiment with the photograph of great angle without breaking the bank. All full frame digital SLRs are offered
with a kit lens, either a f/4 of 2470mm or 24-105mm f/4. It is also worth it that Sigma lenses are generally bulky and more heavy than the field, but the savings and the performance of the costs are what captures the attention of the majority of the people. At the time of the publication, the major 1.8. GIVEN THE SIGMA OPTIONS The full size canon
and Nikon cages, we hope to see several zooms in the market in the future. Image stabilization OSS is ã Étil because it can help make certain diffile hand photos on bass bass possible. Due to the importance of the equivalent focal length in the choice of the lenses, we have provided it both in the product specifications and in our lens comparison table.
Sony 10-18 mm f/4 | Opening of Lenny K photography, apart from the focal distance, the maximum opening is one of the most important decisions that will take a lens. The disadvantages of the 50 mm canon f/1.2 are clear: a very high price label for a main lens along with a relatively high weight. The real question is whether to spend for 16-35 mm
f/2.8, which is quite expensive in around $ 2,000. Our main problem with this lens comes the "macro" distinction in itself: the lens only has a 1: 2 increase factor, while most of the true macro lenses are 1: 1. and Panasonic offers a version of 7- 14 mm f/4, but given the high cost of almost $ 800, we prefer to spend for 8-18 mm. However, third -party
lenses are often considerably cheap in the same distances and focal openings. However, it is difficult to classify the canon 10-22 mm f/3.5-4.5 més high given the disparity in the price. It is paid in f/2.8, sharp and the sealed climate for protection against the elements. And if you have a real affinity for 50 mm and deep pockets, there is always the
Meyer-Pik Nocturnus 50 mm f/0.95 II, which is available for Sony Mirrorless for about $ 3,000. See the Sony 50 mm F/1.4 8 SONY FE Lenses faith that was lost the cut 11. Canon 24-70 mm f/2.8l II ($ 1,599) Category: trips/portrait weight: 28.4 oz. Stabilization of the image: We do not like now: Excellent image and versatility quality. The bulky side.
Canon 18-135 mm F/3.5-5.6 is USM ($ 599) Category: Travel/Portrait35 mm Equivalent: 28.8-216 mmmmweight: 18.2 Oz. We like it: a great travel lens for fixed images and videos. The cousins are more netids and more otse otse euq otreic sE .C-SPA saram¡Ãc narpmoc euq sanosrep sahcum ed soicerp ed ognar led ¡Ãlla s¡Ãm n¡Ãtse y sarac etnatsab
nos EF setnel sal ,ograbme niS .etnaseretni se 8.2/f etabed lE It will give you bikeh and superior field depth, making a good pairing for high-end Fujifilm Casmares such as the X-Pro2. But with the high ISO capacities of the lasts of Sony, this can be acceptable compensation for cost savings and the greatest reach. Where does the fee 24-105 mm f/4 fall
short? However, this main lens has an excellent use and is ideal for photographs and street trips: it is light, acute, wipped, ramid, focuses rosely and even comes with the sealing of the weather. You can expect a pro-coal image quality, including excellent sharpness, minimum distortion and realistic bokeh. The second is the lack of stabilization of
images, which would definitely help with little light. The maximum opening of f/4-5.6 is ã igetil, in addition to the lens comes with stabilization of musical images, but is not built to excel with little light. They are excellent for those with a budget or who want to experience in a particular focal distance without committing so many resources. Like many
things, you often get what you pay when buying lenses. The lens is especially popular among video shooters, but it does not stand in its qualifications. As it has become a common theme with the lenses of the Olympus "Pro" series, the price of 12-120 mm f/4 is not for the hearts of the heart. If all that is true, it means that with the GM lenses you are
proof of your purchase in the future in a way, a very precise piece of glass is needed to match that magnitude of an image sensor. Canon 18-200 mm F/3.5-5.6 is ($ 699) Category: All in one35 mm equivalent: 28.8-300 mmweight: 21 oz. We like it: a lens all in a native one. What are we not? problems and price. This manual focus lens comes in a
mounting and reasonable price of around $ 250. In this list, the 12 are ose ose rop ,ynoS led o±Ãeuqep s¡Ãm o±Ãamat le y ojab s¡Ãm osep le ,odip¡Ãr s¡Ãm ocit¡Ãmotua euqofne le somaicerpa orep ,n³Ãicaunitnoc a 4.1/f mm 03 amgiS le noc otarab s¡Ãm res edeup ,ÃS .amgiS sorecret ed setnacirbaf 3 noc nonaC ed savitan - What? What are the
disadvantages of Sony 35mm f/1.8? The remarkable cost is the cost: around $ 425, it is decently expensive for a first-class lens of the APS-C variety (as we have mentioned above, you can go more cheap with third-party options of brands such as Sigma). That said, it is difficult to hit the low weight and the small factor of form, so the majority of the
people buys 20mm f/2.8 first. See the Sony 20mm F/2.8 11. Panasy users looking for image stabilization should see 45-150mm f/4-5.6 ($ 148). See the Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 6. By last, if you really want the best in the image quality in this focal length, the Zeiss Touit 32mm f/1.8 is differ from winning, but that comes with a great jump in the price
to more $ 700. See the Sony 35mm F/1.8 2. Sony 18-105mm F/4 g OSS (598 Damlares) Category: Travel/Portrait35mm Equivalent: 27-158mmpeso: 15.1 Oz. What we like: a great combination of price, performance and versatility. What we do not do: more heavy than 18-135mm below. There are a series of viable travel zooms for the Sony APS-C cages
without mirror, but we believe that 18-105mm f/4 offers the best price and performance combination. Primitive lenses are generally light and higher from a musical perspective with a lower and less distorting light performance, while zooms are much version of the zooms covering a variety of focal lengths. But Sony Aã ± adió more late the version G
Master, which â € â € for serious landscape photographers and other wide range professionals who often trigger at night ”It is difficult to pass. And for Micro Four Thirds, it is a tough call between Panasonic 8-18mm f/2.8-4 and Olympus 7-14mm f/2.8 below. Based on extensive investigation, we feel that it was the best 16-35mm f/4 in the market,
including those of heavy hitters such as Canon and Nikon. It is easy to get confused with the lens fleet of 18-135mm of canon. These lenses are often cheap than their canon counterparts, which is one of its large sales sales In addition, the Sigma is not completely sealed, although it has a superficial treatment and a rubber seal at the assembly
connection point, instilling a little more trustworthy for those who look in differential conditions. See the Sigma 85mm F/1.4 Art 15. We also love the robust construction, which adds some weight, but it means that the goal must greatly overcome its cages. Sigma 17-50mm F/2.8 for Canon $ (306) Category: Travel/Portrait35mm Equivalent: 27.280mmpeso: 19.9 Oz. What we like: great use for the price. What we do not do: Autofocus and the quality of the construction are not at the height of the canon settings. In addition, you will notice some distorting, and particularly towards the extremes, but this is expected of a type lens. We also like the additional reach at 158mm vs. And with a small
cousin the Cãrman will be easy to carry in one hand and will be insufficient to travel. Sony 16-35mm f/2.8 gm $ (1,998) Category: ã angle wide weight: 24 oz. What we like: Superb óptico in general. What we do not do: pricier and more heavy than the version F/4 above. For example, the Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8 is equivalent to 24-70mm in a micro
four thirds, which is much more ã ã ostile than the listed range (enthusiasts and professionals love random lenses of 24-70mm for its tremendous versatility). That said, the Rakinon 12mm faces an important inconvenience: no automatic approach. Prime Lenses one of the first decisions you will have to make when choosing a Canon EF lens is Zoom vs.
Canon lens offers are immense, not to mention third -party models of brands such as Sigma and Tokina, but there are many excellent options throughout the price spectrum. The senses with â € œSsyâ € and â € œzeissâ € in the title are regional, while the lenses â € œtouitâ € are exclusively Zeiss. Sigma 30mm F/1.4 The number of Sony e-Mount
lenses options is limited in comparison with X X mlifijuF arap n³Ãicpo artO .nonaC ed S-FE o nokiN ed XD It is the Zeiss Touit 50mm f/2.8, which has a 1: 1 increase, but it is quite expensive in around $ 1,000 and does not approach as much as we wanted. However, the f/1.4 is more than three times the price of the f/1.8 and more than double the
weight, and can even be a bit more soft to start. Good news: you don't have to break the bank in the process. Canon 15-85 mm F/3.5-5.6 is USM ($ 799) Category: Travel/Portrait35 mm Equivalent: 24-136 mm Weight: 20.3 Oz. What we like: versatile and sharp. What we don't do: expensive and on the heavy side. In addition, the maximum opening of
f/3.5-6.3 is decent, but it will not obtain a low professional performance or bokeh. Unlike many glasses all in one, it is a nyide along its zoom range, it has low levels of distorting and is surprisingly well with little light. Second, the performance of little light and the bokeh fall short of the GM of 16-35 mm. Because the image sensors in the mirrorless
mirrorless mirror are 1.5 times small than a 35 mm cup . But the third best better in the past iterations with its "Nano USM" engine that offers the best of both worlds: Raven autofocus for fixed images along with soft and silent videos. In terms of óptico, the 24 mm fee f/2.8 is good, if not great. In general, we like Sigma 16 mm for street photography
and we hope it continues to expand its micro four -third offers. See the Sigma 16 mm f/1.4 10. But the MILVUS MILVUS MANUAL APPROACH IS ONE OF THE BEST IN THE WORLD THE GREAT ANGULAR Cousins, replacing the old Distagon series and made in mounts for Canon EF and Nikon F. Weight of the lens And size, one of the key
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that we areand the lens weighs a total of 27.9 ounces. Fujifilm 50-140mm F/2.8 OIS (1,339 Damlares) Category: Telefoto35mm Equivalent: 76-213mmpeso: 35 oz. What we like: the Telefoto more rose on this list. What we do not do: heavy and limited scope. A little less than $ 1,100 this lens offers versatility and impressive corner to corner for
everything, from great angular photos to portraits. Many people considering this lens in the fence between it and the GM of 2470mm above. The first is the distorting, which is more heavy to the wide but remarkable end through 16mm. That said, it will be severely pressed to overcome the image quality and the value of sigma 16mm f/1.4, so it is
included here. See the sigma 16mm f/1.4 8. Sony 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 OSS ($ 748) Category: All in one35mm equivalent: 27-300mmpeso: 16.3 Oz. What we like: Everything in one lenses offer the maximum versatility. What we do not do: it feels bulky in the Sony e-Mount Más small. Prime Lenses vs. Primers are the most piping type of lens, reaching
f/1.4, while some cheap zoom lenses have a maximum opening of f/4 or slower. There is a fun: if you are looking for pro-grade glass for your new A6600 or A6500, this year launched on 16-55mm f/2.8 G. Where did the tamron 24-70mm f/2.8 be cut? f/4 no none Sony 24-70mm f/4 $ 698 Travel/Portrait 15 oz. This panquequeque style lens weighs only
3.1 ounces but has an impressive opening of f/1.7, which is an attractive combination. Another disadvantage is that it is extremely heavy for a top lens in more than 2 pounds. Thirdly, the maximum opening of f/4 is not ideal for low light and will not give that creamy bokeh of a f/2.8 lens. Despite the high weight and price label, 70-200mm f/2.8 does
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seod orp 8.2/f mm04-21 SPMAXE ROF .MM55-61 dna MM002-81 eht yht yht ylno dniheb tsil eht no 4 Ynos Ynos From the softness of the center. In addition, cousins are often more small, although that is not always the case and it is possible that you need to carry multiple lenses to cover their desired focal distances. For those who only plan to shoot
at the end of the spectrum sometimes, the Fujifilm 55-230 mm f/4.5-6.7 is considerably light and more cheap, with the greatest sacrifice in speed. What are the disadvantages of going with a third-party lens such as Sigma 17-50 mm f/2.8? The first is the automatic approach, which can be more slow that Canon's native offers. You can also fight with
the sharpness of the edge in some openings, although that is quite normal for such a lens. The great angular lenses are a expensive group in general, and this lens will cost $ 1,300. Macro lens options for Fujifilm X Mount are scarce, so much that it can scare away the serious macro photographers of buying the system. It is decently expensive and
very heavy at 22.4 ounces. For many who buy a DSLR Canon. In terms of theptics, this lens can go face to face with models twice its price or more. The 28 mm F/2 is certainly not aimed at professionals, but it is excellent for those who begin with a budget. In addition, the construction has a lot of plastic, although this is expected in this price range.
One of our favorites is 85 mm f/1.4, which is extraordinarily born, creates a beautiful bokeh and is competitively accumulates F/1.4 GM of Sony in tiles of image quality. Both are excellent options: the f/1.4 has a maximum opening misma For us in favor of F/2. However, from a Ó³ptic point of view, this lens simply does not accumulate. Ã ‚¬ å “gm
'lenses of great master's degree makes a year of years, Sony its its first ¢ÃÂÂGM,¢ÃÂÂ or Grand Master, lenses, which are the premium full-frame zooms for Sony mirrorless. We do have the Rokinon 12mm f/2 on this list, which is a fun manual focus alternative to the pricier wide-angle options. Last but not least, focus speed and low light performance
are as expected from a lens of this cost and aperture. For those who shoot street photography, the Sigma 35mm f/1.4 Art is our top EF lens choice at this focal length and considerably cheaper than the Canon 35mm f/1.4 ($1,649). In many ways, they are the signature Micro Four Thirds from each manufacturer.Ã What are the differences between
these two popular lenses? The autofocus motor has a tendency to be noisy, not to mention Sigma lenses often are slower to focus than their native counterparts. Despite a similar zoom range as the 18-55mm kit lens offered with most of Canon¢ÃÂÂs APS-C cameras, this lens is a totally different animal. For example, many pro landscape photographers
have an 18mm or 21mm prime that they use for their print-quality photos (Canon¢ÃÂÂs 16-35mm f/2.8L III is an excellent wide-angle lens as well but not quite on par with a premium prime). Before the release of the 24-70mm f/2.8 GM above, the f/4 was the original FE lens option at this popular focal length. From Sony, the 85mm f/1.4 GM is another
enticing option¢ÃÂÂwe absolutely love the GM line and the image quality that it produces. For serious wildlife and action photographers¢ÃÂÂor anyone else who finds the extended reach useful¢ÃÂÂthe Sigma 100-400mm f/5-6.3 is a whopper of a lens. No matter how good the optical quality is, 35mm truly has to be your focal length of choice to merit
the high cost. As an example, for Canon EF-S to Sony E-mount, the Metabones Smart Adapter allows you to use your existing lenses with full functionality (or close to it). This lens is extremely sharp, focuses quickly and accurately, and has a premium ¢ÃÂÂL¢ÃÂÂ series build. Fujifilm lenses extremely well built, often with metal components instead of
plastic, and often made in Japan. Take an adapter if you absolutely need it, but we prefer to go with Sony native lenses or third party models with E mounts. For example, Sony's 10-18mm and 18-105mm offer OSS, which is even more impressive when combined with the internal stabilization of a camera like the a6600. The first wide angle for Fujifilm
X Mount is the 14mm f/2.8, which hits the sweet spot for landscape photography with a 21mm focal length equivalent. The first are usually smaller, but you may need to wear multiple lenses to cover your desired focal lengths. Zoom zooms are usually a lot expensive. On the other hand, many street lenses, portraits and macros are cousins. Some good
news for Canon DSLR owners who may be considering a mirror-free interchangeable lens camera: you will not save as much weight without mirror as you can think. If you are interested in going with a main lens, the Zeiss Touit 12mm f/2.8 below has a maximum opening faster but is heavier and more expensive than the Sony. We will begin with the
bad: this lens was launched all the way back in 2003, but there is an argument that doesn't matter much in the lens world. What are the disadvantages of the Sony 12-24mm f/4? They are also the manual approach as some of the most traditional Zeiss lenses, which some fans are upset but soon learn is fun and more accurate. All things considered, we
have the Fujifilm 14mm f/2.8 classified here because we value the highest range of zoom and greater versatility of 10-24mm f/4 above. And one of the great advantages of Micro Four Thirds—and interchangeable lens cameras without a mirror in general—is its compact size. Wildlife captured with the Panasonic 100-300mm super tele At the endof the
spectrum, you can find Micro Four Thirds lenses that start around 3.1 ounces (the Panasonic 20mm 20mmII, for example), and some of the pro -teleobjective models can weigh up to 3 pounds or more. This wide angle cousin is extremely impressive in terms of sharpness and low light performance, surpassing the Sony 16 mm f/2.8 by a wide margin.
With almost $ 900, it is one of the most faces lenses on this list of any kind. Adapters If you have a collection of canon, Nikon or Leica lenses and are changing to Fujifilm without a mirror, buying an adapter can be an attractive option. These high -end Sãºper models have maximum openings of f/0.95 (which is not an imprint), which makes them among
the bright and most raised market for any type of cages. In addition, the common complaint that sigma lenses are bulky and heavy, the main concern with the art of 35 mm f/1.4 is the speed of the automatic approach. The short answer is sã. Leaving these problems aside, Sigma is a very capable follow-up lens for EF-S and a tremendous value. See the
Sigma 17-50 mm F/2.8 for Canon 2. On the other hand, if you specialize in photograph and shots in the head in particular, it is really difficult to transmit an excellent equivalent cousin of 85 mm like the Panasonic Leica 42.5 mm F/ 1.2. You simply cannot replicate the depth of field and the performance of under light with any comparable zoom. Sony
55 mm F/1.8 ($ 898) Category: Travel/portrait weight: 9.9 Oz. We like it: very light and more cheap than 50 mm f/1.4. What we don't have: if you're a Bokeh fan, this lens falls a little short. After all, it will not find a better great angle zoom for Canon EF of any brand. You also get stabilization of images for hand photos with little light. And the 16-300
mm tamron has a whopping 480 mm in reach in the crop sensor. Sony 28 mm F/2 ($ 448) Category: Great ã ã ã ã ã ã ã Érulo/travel weight: 7.1 oz. We like it: price of the sintane of (for a faith lens). what we don't have: slightly uncomfortable focal length. canon has the reputation of creating durable and durable lenses that canThe elements, and if you
are looking for the best climate protection, you will want to buy your glass marked with the designation of "L". For Micro Four Thirds, this is what you should know: most Olympus cameras have image stabilization in the body, which means Olympus lenses don't. Why don't you have the highest 17-55 mm f/2.8? In the crop sensor realm, for example, a
Tamron and Sigma zoom series are very competitive. The opening is measured in F-Stops, and the lower the F stop (f/2.8, f/1.8, f/1.4, f/1.2, etc.), the larger the opening and the more light you can enter. Perhaps the largest competition for the 24-70 mm f/4 is the 24-105 mm f/4 above. If you shoot landscapes or other wide-angle shots in Fujifilm, this is
your best choice. Fujifilm stands out with this type of lens in the first place, so it is not making any compromise in terms of image quality. Full frame mirrorless cameras like the Sony Alpha A7R IIâ (22.1 ounces) certainly weigh less than Canon's full-frame DSLR like Canon EOS 5D Mark IV (31.4 ounces). But many mirror-free lenses are about the
same weight as your DSLR counterparts, so total weight savings is minimal. In addition, the FE mounting lenses are usually heavier and bulkier than the electronically-mounted lenses, which will notice even more in compact and lightweight cameras such as A6500 and A6300. The deficiencies of the 100-400 mm Fujifilm are clear: it costs more than
most Fujifilm cameras, and with more than 3 pounds, makes the entire concept of "compact" mirrorless camera system to a great extent irrelevant. Not only is it slower than most cousins, but it tends to be noisy during the operation, which is not a great combination. FUJIFILM 50-230 mm f/4.5-6.7 ($ 389) Category: telephoto lens35 mm equivalent:
76 to 350 mm weight: 13 oz. What we like: more outreach than55-200 mm at a lower price and weight. Slow to concentrate and plastic throughout the construction. With most of the attention in the stellar cousins of Fujifilm, Fujifilm, always a place for a good telephoto lens to complete your kit. what we don't do: a little narrow for portraits. but for
serious macro photographers and portraits, the canon 100mm f/2.8 is an essential objective. see the canon 100mm f/2.8L macro 7 canon ef lenses that lost the cut 11. with a constant maximum opening of f/2.8, this 17-50mm zoom is built to imitate the 24-70mm f/2.8 full frame lenses that are so popular among professionals. rokinon 12mm f/2 ($229)
category: wide angle35mm equivalent: 18mmWeight: 8.6 oz. what gets us: a cheap wide angle option. what we do not do: the manual approach is not for everyone. Given the most expensive wide-angle lens options, such as sony 10-18mm f/4 and zeiss 12mm f/2.8, we got to think outside the box with rokinon 12mm f/2. If you're a professional who
shoots outdoors, it's a duty. f/2.8 yes 52mm sony 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 $1,173 telephoto 30.2 oz. e.g., panquequequeque style lenses that feel flat are attractive due to so low profiles, but often suffer in terms of things like acuity and autofocus. nano om (or is om) is the new canon approach engine and it is said to combine the best features of each.
canon 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 is stm ($249) category: Trip/portrait35mm equivalent: 28.8-88mmWeight: 7.2 oz. what gets us: only $100 in many canon kits. what we do not do: image quality is mediocre in general. We said our preference for canon 70-200mm f/4 above, which is cheaper, lighter, and comes with the stabilization of the image. Furthermore,
the sigma lacks internal stabilization, but we do not find that it is a big drawback as it can be opened to f/1.4 in general, we drop the image quality for the price, so the 30mm f/1.4 is our favorite sigma lens for sony E-Mount. see sigma 30mm f/1.4 5. sony Vario-Tessar t* e 16-70mm f/4 ossCategory: Trip/Portrait35mm Equivalent: 24-105mmpeso: 10.9
oz. What we like: extremely versed and great image image ♪♪♪
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16mm 16mm In addition, Sony/Zeiss's marriage is something unique in the world of photography and has been happening for years. For those who wish to experiment with great angle photography without committing great dollars, the 17-40 mm canon is a great value. Here there are many positive aspects: the lens is versed, well built, sealed (the
lens of the 18-55 mm f/2.8-4 kit is not), and enough enough to keep happily to the majority of the majority of the people. Our the only real complaint about the Fujifilm 56 mm f/1.2 is the automatic approach. For one, the internal approach engine is quite noisy, which is not great news for video shooters. In addition, there may be some softness when
firing at the ends of the zoom range, but the lens is marked between approximately 35 and 50 mm. The update of 70-200 mm f/4 also includes a better and more protective lenses coating, so as a minimum distance of minimum focus shortly of about a meter (the previous version was 1.2). Autofocus: STM and USM when comparing the EF-S Canon
lenses, you will notice the groups of lifted cards after opening, which represent the type of focus engine. Instead of a USM USM approach still centered on photography, the STM engine focuses on a clear and silent way (focusing can be an important problem with teleobjective zooms). You can easily find Sony electronic amount lenses or Micro Four
Thirds lenses for a considerably smaller assembly of X, but generally gets what you pay in the world of photography. For around $ 600, this lens is nib, it is reasonably well focused and has the same maximum opening and image stabilization of OSS as the most expensive 16-70 mm f/4 below. For example, the great angle lens of 10-24 mm of Fujifilm is
equivalent to 15-36 mm in a complete frame chamber, which is actually a lot Ã Étil that the rank listed. As with many third -party lenses, the automatic approach can be inaccurate and sometimes slow. In addition, the lens is light with only 6.7 ounces, so it will not add a ton of weight to the bag of its maid. As with almost any lens at this price, price, It
uses a lot of plastic in the compilation and support, which translates into a cheaper feeling and less durability (what can you really expect for $99?). The main disadvantages of going to this route are that full frame lenses cost considerably more than their EF-S counterparts and will not be maximizing optical capacity (only the central part of the lens
will be in use). We'll start by saying that the 60 mm Olympus macro lens is not perfect, but it's a very solid lens at an excellent price. You will notice more distortion and vignette of the 24-105 mm, which can be corrected fairly easily in the subsequent processing. In addition, the lens is reasonably light at 11.6 ounces and is built to last. None of these

should import much for wide-angle professionals who demand the absolute best, but for those who only plan to enter this area of photography, the 16-35 mm f/4 above is a good option. See canon 16-35 mm. f/2.8L III 10. However, the 18-200 mm Canon has some problems that let us want. Enter the Sigma art line, which is launched with Sony
supports and reaches the plate to the big with its 35 mm f/1.4. This lens is very sharp and will save you a ton compared to Sony's equivalent. Weight of the lens Since we shoot a lot of outdoor photography and travel and therefore we wear lenses in our back long distances, we can tell you that the weight is important. But if speed is a high priority,
give the tokina a serious look. See the 11-16 mm f/2.8 tokin for Canon Canon EF-S (APS-C) Canon EF-S lens comparison table Buy focal length tips (cultivation (cultivation factor) Throughout this article, we often refer to the equivalent focal length or crop factor. FUJIFILM 100-400 mm f/4.5-5.6 OIS ($ 1,699) Category: telephoto lens35 mm
Equivalent: 152-609 mm nu nu ne rarapsid somadnemocer on etnemavitinifed ,amilc le rop adalles aram¡Ãc anu noc osulcnI .sorac yââ sodasep yum :sodasep yum somos on ©ÃuQ .ocit¡Ãmotua euqofne oneub etnemetnednerpros y elbÃercni ecnacla :atsug son euq oL .zo 5.04 water may eventually come through, but the sealing of time can be very
useful in mild to moderate precipitation. We'll start by saying that for professionals, we love 50mm f/1.2 above. If you're going to buy a large corner for Sony without a mirror, Zeiss is the way to go. But for the photographers of portraits and travels who want to cover this part of the long focal spectrum, the image quality is the best of the teléfoto
group. See Fujifilm 50-140mm f/2.8 17. For about $700, you can fill your entire camera bag and above the need to change the lenses. These separate themes, is a very fun ultra wide that complements the 24-70mm f/2.8 pleasantly in terms of focal lengths. See the Sony 12-24mm f/4 18. You can see the full scale of f-stop here, and the lowest numbers
do for more desirable (and expensive) goals. Canon 24-70 f/2.8 Silent Saebaryo In terms of numbers, we usually make the professional cut to f/2.8. The senses with this maximum opening or faster are solid low-light interpreters and can help you achieve the creamy bokeh that the professionals love. For more background information, see our Sony FE
lens comparison table and buy tips below selections. 1. At $125, this main lens is excellent for people's photos: it's sharp, fast, centered well, and weighs only 4.6 ounces. Combined with an impressive sharpening and a fast automatic approach, the Canon 15-85mm f/3.5-5.6 can serve as the only target in your bag (or one of two with the addition of a
telephoto as the 55-250mm). Actually, there are surprisingly few third-party options for X Mount. With a range of low focal length of the jaw equivalent to 150-600mm, you will get more scope than is available for almost any other APS-C system (Panasonic has a 100-400mm for Micro Fourwhich has a 2x harvest factor, but is not as good as this target.)
take into account that sony E-mount lenses have a 1.5x crop factor, and you will often see us list the 35mm 35mmfor reference. The answer is that both are excellent options, but f/4 is the most practical option for most people and uses. See the Sony 16-35 mm f/2.8 gm 10. It won't work much better in this category than The 20 mm f/2.8: this
panqueque style lens is incredibly light with only 2.4 ounces and has a profile so low that it will barely notice it in your camera. And as mentioned above, this lens shoots an excellent video, particularly in the bodies of the Olympus and the recent Panasonic models with built-in image stabilization. See the Olympus 12-100 mm f/4 Pro 9. Video and
action shooters should be careful when using cheap adapters like The speed of the autofocus will probably disappoint. In addition, the weight and most of many DSLR lenses will be noticeable in a small camera without a mirror. Yes, it will overcome Panasonic in terms of optical and autofocus, and serious wildlife photographers can find the additional
cost to be worthwhile. That lens is reasonably sharp (images tend to soften a little towards the corners), much lighter than f/2.8 to 29.6 ounces, and $1,000 cheaper. Below we break down the best Sony Fe lenses (full box), including zooms and cousins from a great angle to a remote. If you have not tried a manual approach, this is an expensive way to
learn. With certain high-end zooms such as Olympus's "Pro" series, optical performance is quite impressive and convenience has no parallel, although this has a high price. Here is our opinion: the Zoom vs. It tends to be sharp in the Middle but softer towards the edges, and will struggle with little light with a maximum opening of f/4.5-5.6. And in
Sony's new full frame cameras like the A7R IV, you will have trouble resisting image sensor resolution. We believe that adapters are asolution if you have a large collection of lenses from another brand that you really want to use on your Micro Four Thirds camera. This may be because the system is relatively new orFujifilm's native offerings are only
strong, but there were not many third party options to consider or include. The travel zooms have become more and more popular in the last years, offering the maximum versatility for less money than a bag full of cousins. The remarkable thing is the maximum opening of f/2.8, but an excellent acuity is also obtained, a minimum distorting and an
automatic approach rys. With a maximum constant opening of f/2.8, time sealed and stabilization of the image, this lens has you covered with a medium -sized telephoto forward. Many are offered with kit lenses like 16-50mm, which is a good option to start. Lens Weight Many people choose cages without mirror for their low weight, and therefore the
weight of the lens is certainly a consideration too. The 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 is the closest approximation of Fujifilm of an all-in-one goal, which covers it from the width unit to the telephoto and everything in the middle. However, we believe that Canon hit him outside the park with 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6. Liberated some years ago, this lens is sharp, light
and has a silent STM engine that is great to record vines. Canon also has a version of 100mm f/2.8 â € œlâ €, but at $ 800 that lens is out of reach for the majority of APS-C users. See the 60mm fee f/2.8 Macro USM 10. Similar protection can also extend to the lenses, and Fujifilm has sealed the time sealed to 8 of its lenses from 2017. and to $ 449
and 7 ounces, it is less than half of the price and weight of 56mm f/1.2. One thing to consider here is that 76mm is not super version. First, we love effort. Canon 55-250mm F/4-5.6 IS STM ($ 299) Category: Telefoto35mm Equivalent: 88-400mmpeso: 13.3 Oz. What we like: Autofoco rapid for a telephoto lens. What we do not do: construction of
planning and lower reach than the 70-300mm below. rasu rasu ed erbil etetn©ÃiS .atelpmoc isac arutreboc ad el euq mm 052-55 ed MTS al odneida±Ãa ,etnemlausac on y ,RLSD us noc otsoc ojab ed mm55-81 ed tik ed etnel anu negocer nonaC ed soirausu EF lenses in your EF-S cup, but we recommend against buying them for that own. The
functionality of the focus of focus helps but can find the manual approach to be more effective. This lens works surprisingly well for portraits (remember that 85mm is the greatest focal length for people's photos), but also covers the gap for detail shots and even the telephoto. On the other side of the corridor, Panasonic offers 35-100mm F/2.8 for $
998, which coincides with the 70-200mm 70mm ultrapopular focal equivalent. Our selections for the best micro four thirds underneaths cover Ladres models of Olympus, Panasonic and third -party brands from the wide É¡tle and the portrait to the telephoto. Our main concern is that 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 does not stand out in any particular way. This
means that an X-Mount lens of 50 mm will behave like a 75 mm lens in a 35 mm cup. As long as you have reasonable expectations in terms of image quality, we really like the versatility of the 16-300mm tamron. Canon APS-C CaMares have a 1.6X cultivation factor, which means that a 50 mm EF-S lens will behave like an 80 mm lens in a 35 mm cup.
This lens has a range of ultra-amplifying focal length equivalent to 16-32mm, and with a maximum opening f/3.5 constant, it is more poured than any canon width zoom. In terms of numbers, we generally make the professional cut in f/2.8 senses with this maximum opening or mostly unwilling are low light yields and can help achieve the creamy bokeh
that professionals love. It is a hard call between this and the Batis 18mm above, which has autofocus and is broader from a focal length perspective, but offers similar global image quality. It is not a perfect party, but this objective is designed to reproduce on 24-70mm f/2.8 which is popular in full frame cameras. the images produced by this lens are
surprisingly sharp in virtually the entire zoom range, and the image stabilization, improved for this second iteration, aid offset offsetShake, which can be a serious problem with a heavy and long lens like this. What are the deficiencies of this canon 70-200 mm f/2.8? The most remarkable is the weight of 52.2 ounces (that is not a printing mistake, this
lens reaches 3 pounds). In addition, the sigma 10-20 mm f/3.5 is more rough and cheap. The opening is measured using the F-Stop scale, and how much low is F-Stop (f/2.8, f/1.8, f/1.4, etc.), how much bigger the opening is and more Light can enter. And the company has been hitting it out of the park with its art series, which presents f/1.4 picked
lenses in focal lengths such as 35 mm, 50 mm and 85 mm, among others. For a battle horse lens to travel and daily use, 24-105 mm is an excellent option. See the Sony 24-105 mm F/4 6. For those who prioritize the image quality, above all, it is an essential teleobjective lens for the full framework of Canon. See the Canon 70-200 mm F/2.8L is III 14.
In terms of options in this popular focal length range, we sincerely recommend the most expensive f/2.8 on version f/4. Other main -angle zeiss options include 21 mm lox, but that lens is a manual and not as wide as we prefer for landscapes. See the Zeiss Batis 18 mm F/2.8 8. And less than half the price of Panasonic 100-400 mm f/4-6.3, it has a good
price to start. With this lens you get excellent Light Performance, Bakeh, depth of field and sharpness. The main reason for choosing the Sony 24-70 mm f/4 is the price. We do not want to take away the quality of this lens, it will probably not be disappointed with the photos, but there are many light and less expensive cousins above. See the Fujifilm
16-55 mm F/2.8 14. If you have used a full framecatcher before, the cultivation factor can be very ostile to choose your lenses. Most of the decision making and the of lens of the equation. We appreciate the most flexible opening, but f/3.5 is not enough for us to give the sigma the assent. See Sigma Sigma F/3.5 for Canon 9. Zoom distinctions covered
above. Almost $ 1,400 is a lot to spend for a focal length, although many professionals and enthusiasts do not end up regretting their purchase at the end. If there is a primary lens for micro four thirds to govern them all, this is. Fujifilm and Sony Montes are intriguing, including the Zeiss Touit 12 mm f/2.8, 32 mm f/1.8 and 50 mm f/2.8. We like those
lenses and we are great admirers of Zeiss in general, but none was strong enough given their high costs to usurp the native offers of Fujifilm. For those who seek to try astrophotography or any type of night shooting, the lowest numbers are a great advantage and it is not recommended to obtain anything more slow than f/2.8. It is worth it to be that
because Sony is the last complete picture of Sony the cages have an incorporated image stabilization, the shake of the Cãman will be less frequent than with the oldest models. It also has very little distortion to talk about, which is not always the case, even with main lenses. The most important opening of the Olympus does matter, but many of the
main cycars of micro four thirds have an impressive iso sensitivity and a stabilization of incorporated images, in addition we fired the majority of our photographs of landscapes With a decent light. It is worth it, the additional reach of the scope of the Panasonic to 18 mm was not a decisive factor. Canon 70-200mm f/4lã ¢ II ($ 1,299) Category:
Telephotoweight: 27.5 oz. Stabilization of the image: Sã, what we like: Range of ã Étyl at a reasonable price and weight. Challenging. The old one of 24-70 mm f/4 below the majority of the shooters felt disappointed, and particularly given the ultra high resolutions of the last models of cages without sony mirror. You can always walk to your subject to
imitate a 35 mm or 50 mm lens, but 28mm would certainly not be our first choice. the second is the quality of construction, which is good but not very according to the canon standards. sigma 85mm f/1.4 art ($897) category: portraiture: 39.9 oz. what gets us: sharpener than the 85mm f/1.4 gm of sony at a lower price point. what not: incredibly heavy.
Second, the zeiss manage to be heavier than the sony 10-18mm f/4, it is often the other way with the cousins. we still get the canon 35mm f/1.4, but almost twice the price, we recommend the sigma instead. see sigma 35mm f/1.4 art 5. the sony 20mm f/2.8 lacks the sharpness and overall image quality that we have to see from the cousins, and you can
expect a little vignetting to boot. the good news is that faith lenses are compatible with APS-C cameras. for certain uses such as landscape photography where you can be walking in the background, the weight of a camera and lens can become a top priority. 24-80mm in the olympus, and we appreciate that 10mm extra for portraits. the canon 18200mm f/3.5-5.6 is an all-in-one goal designed to head-to-head with the popular nikon 18-200mm (nikon has also released an improved version of 18-300mm, and we wish canon too). with all this, take into account the old cliché, "tools no jewelry". You can't enjoy photos you don't take. Shots in difficult conditions in patagonia ten switchback travelfe
lenses in APS-C cameras sony has two types of lens assembly: faith (total function) and e (APS-C). However, it does not feel well to leave all the stunning fujifilm lenses for a whole in one. panasonic 100-300mm f/4-5.6 ii ($598) category: super telephoto35mm equivalent: 200-600mmWeight: 18.3 oz. what gets us: a serious lens with long range. the first
thing you notice is the maximum slow opening,It is the least impressive on this list. It is not fooled by the 50 mm designation: this lens equals 75mm in 35mm camera, making it ideal for portraits. For portrait photography on Micro Four Thirds, that's some serious bang for your buck.Ã Â What's not to like about the Olympus 45mm f/1.8? Autofocus is
reasonably fast most of the time, although it may hunt on occasion. And the 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 offers such an outstanding zoom range that it¢ÃÂÂs hard to pass up for telephoto enthusiasts. f/1.8 Yes 49mm Sony 24-105mm f/4 $1,085 All-in-one 23.4 oz. At the end of the day, both are viable do-everything lenses that rarely need to come off your Sony
camera, and that convenience can be worth it for travel and everyday use.Ã ÂSee theÃ ÂSony 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 4 Sony E-Mount Lenses That Just Missed the Cut 12.Ã ÂZeiss Touit 12mm f/2.8 ($849) Category: Wide angle35mm equivalent: 18mmWeight: 9.2 oz.What we like: Edge-to-edge sharpness.Ã ÂWhat we don¢ÃÂÂt: Very pricey for a prime
lens. Just make sure to have reasonable expectations with third-party lenses. Interestingly, Sony mentioned in its GM press release that these lenses, ¢ÃÂÂwill inspire and ¢ÃÂÂwow¢ÃÂÂ photographers and videographers for years to come.¢ÃÂÂ People in the industry report that Sony is working on an 80-megapixel camera next that shoots 6K video,
and that GM lenses have been tested on and were built to match that powerful of an image sensor. In terms of optical quality and performance, the 55-200mm above wins out, but the high price tag makes it inaccessible for those who want occasional telephoto use without breaking the bank. The Panasonic 25mm f/1.7 isn't the fastest 50mm equivalent
on the market (Olympus makes an f/1.2 Pro lens for a whopping $1,199), but it's sharp, creates beautiful bokeh, and is a superb value at less than $150. What do you sacrifice by going with Sigma? However, for those who don¢ÃÂÂt plan on taking this lens off their camera much, it¢ÃÂÂs worth in investing in the Fujifilm 35mm f/1.4. This lens hits the
mark on almost all fronts: it¢ÃÂÂs fast, sharp, It has excellent construction quality. Panasonic makes a 45 mm f/2.8 with a 1: 1 magnification and a better precise, although it costs almost $ 800. Photographic nuts love Zeiss lenses, many of which are made for the alignment of Sony without mirror. It is assumed that the mirror without mirror feel
small, which is difficult to achieve with a lens of this attached size. And the photographers of more serious portraits will have the best 50 mm or 85mm that are more and more acute ones than any zoom. It is worth it that Panasonic has finally included stabilization integrated into the GH5 and GX8, but the dual I.S (where the objective and the Cãtra
work work in Tã¡ndem) can work wonders for the void shooters. See the Panasonic 12-35mm F/2.8 II 5. If you do not want 105mm is a very sine. Sony 100-400mm F/4.5-5.6 GM (2,498 dã³lares) Category: Telefotopeso: 49 oz. What we like: a Sãºper TV to match the capabilities of Sony A9 and A7R IV. What we do not do: some people may still want to
add a teleconverter to more reach. This makes adapters less attractive to those shooting or void actions, but it can also be a shadmer for silences. All things considered, we prefer the lowest price and weight of the 55-250mm. In addition, apart from the glass, the lens is almost completely built, including assembly. For the comparison, the Zeiss 12mm
Touit has similar muscle and is more than twice the cost. See the Sony 50mm F/1.8 10. Panqueque lenses are the best: they weigh with nothing and make your DSLR feel, well, much less DSLR-Like. However, given the large amount of video shooters that use Panasonic and GH5 in particular, it makes total sense that would be a characteristic in the
panasonic lenses. oted has to pay for improved technology: 18-135mm is om is approximately twice the cost of the above-mentioned versions, but it is aQuality lens designed with enthusiasts with the mind (it is the kit objective offered with the 90D canon, which speaks volume). And although the quality of the construction is good, the lens is mainly
built of planning, including assembly. If there is no replacement for the depth of the field and low light performance that a f/1.2 can produce. In comparison with any of the kit's zooms, this objective will fly them out of water. The obvious inconvenience of the Sony 16-70mm f/4 is cost. Even for people, it's quite close. For certain uses such as landscape
photography where you can be walking in the background, the weight of a cattle and lens can become a maximum priority. Canon 24mm F/2.8 STM Ten MJ Klaver The majority of the prime lenses are more light than the zoom lenses, weighing as little as 4.4 ounces for a panquequeque style lens like the 24mm canon f/2.8 STM. Otherwise, on 2470mm f/4 is a good option. See the canon 24-70mm f/4l 12. For example, we have recently bought the Sony 24-70mm f/2.8g (31.3 ounces), and it is actually more heavy than the canon 24-70mm f/2.8 (28.4 ounces). Sony 70-200mm F/2.8 GM (2,398 Damlares) Category: Telefotopeso: 52.2 Oz. What we like: Pro and Construction Degree Image Quality.
What we do not do: super heavy and expensive. They are not, however, the best from an image quality perspective and delayed details of objectives designed to the own focus lengths. Everything in everything, as long as you do not need the maximum opening f/2.8 més répida, this lens has a ã ostile place in almost the entire kit. See the 70-200mm
F/4L IS II 6. However, the 16-300mm tamron is a Éndica solution for its dslr canon and prefer it on the Canon 18-200mm below. See the Tamron 16-300mm F/3.5-6.3 for Canon 5 Canon EF-S Sentences that lacked cut 11. We tend to wear wide-angle lenses almost exclusively in supmylO supmylO ed opreuc ne negami ed n³ÃicazilibatsE .amag us ed
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All-in-one 27.5 Oz. You can see the full scale of F-Stop here, and the lowest lowers do for desirable (and expensive) objectives. And Those who hope to get the greatest life of their lens, a rain cover is a great investment. What we do not do: shaving and autofocus leave something to be desired. Canon 24mm F/2.8 STM ($ 99) Category:
Calle/Travel35mm Equivalent: 38.4mmpeso: 4.4 oz. What we like: low profile and sí³lida. What we do not do: the shave and the low performance of the light are good but not great for a first lens. There is a healthy number of E-Mount lenses that continues to grow every year, but none can be mounted on its full framework of Sony. Back to our Sony Fe
Top Lens Picks return to our Faith Comparison Lens Página 4 Photography enthusiasts. Due to the stellar reputation of Zeiss in the use, these are highly considered lenses that can go to head with almost anything in the market in quality terms, and often have a price label to coincide. Normally you will have to pay more for privilege, but there are
viable options with O.I.S. throughout focal lengths and lens types. Zoom Lenses vs. It also has a bit more scope than the 10-18mm canon and a more cheap price than 10-22mm below. Moreover, the 16-300mm tamron is more cheap, it is more wide, and has more reach. And for less than $ 700, you would be hard-pressing to find another Super TV of
this caliber within the same price range. The disadvantages of Sigma are notable in comparison with the 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 canon, the obvious one of which are low light capabilities. More than 55mm f/1.8 is considerably light that 50mm f/1.4 (9.9 ounces vs. If its lens takes some water, we recommend paste it in a planning bag with sample gel
packets or cover it with a dry towel to absorb the Sony made a great splash with the liberation of the body of Cãmara a9 mounts, but they needed the telefoto lenses to coincide. coincide. the canon 85mm f/1.2 is not known to focus quickly. Note that in general, lens adapters may not connect, as well as the camera autofocusing system as lenses made
by the manufacturer itself. Canon image stabilization technology (is) helps, as well as the use of a tripod, but there is no replacement for a quick lens.Primer), the maximum opening is the next big decision. Having said that, the 50mm f/1.8 is literally a tenth part the price even considerably better than that from an image quality perspective. the goal
is reasonably sharp, it quickly focuses on both the still and the videos, and works well in low light at f/2.8. it is true that you can go faster and sharper with the 50mm f/1.8 below, but that target is larger in size (only a bit heavier) and not so versatile from a walk lens. it is also surprisingly sharp and well built, despite the price sub-$400. On the other
hand, only some recent panasonic cameras like GH5 and GX8 have image stabilization in the body, so many panasonic lenses have O.I.S. a handful of panasonic lenses are "compatible I.S. duals," which means that camera and lens image stabilization systems are able to work in tandem. shots in low light with panasonic leica f/1.2 silence henry
soderlund we are great fans of image stabilization in the body and we have found that it is very effective in general. in a compact camera like the sony a7R iv, you can definitely feel like a bulky piece of glass. more, we have found that most wide-angle photos are taken in decent natural light, so the fastest maximum opening is not as important as it is
with a portrait or travel lens. for starters, most native canon EF-S lenses will not physically mount on camerasComplete Canon. Sony 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS ($548) Category: All in one35mm equivalent: 27-202.5mmWeight: 11.5oz. What we like: A versatile and relatively light option. What we do not do: Maximum variableTo further demonstrate how
popular the lens trend is all in one, last year Sony launched 18-135 mm to complement the existing 18-105 mm f/4 and 18-200 mm f/3.5-5.6. In terms of performance, we are most impressed: the lens is decently sharp, light for a zoom with this wide focal length coverage, and comes with OSS image stabilization. It's a tachuela, great, excellent with
little light, it focuses quickly and produces an impressive bokeh. Panasonic Leica 42.5 mm f/1.2 ($ 1,398) Category: Portrait35 mm Equivalent: 85 mm weight: 14.5 oz. What we like: image quality and depth of field " by a wide margin. Life is good at f/1.2. And for those who shoot portraits, the 85 mm equivalent is exactly where you want to be. Several
electronic lenses are branded (called "Sony/Zeiss"), and Zeiss has created three of his own lenses for Sony's electronic-mounted cameras ("Touit"). The reality is that third-party lenses for micro-four-thirds are scarce, many are a manual approach, and often cannot be up to native Olympus and Panasonic offerings. Some people decide to use adapters
for their canon or Nikon Lentes DSLR, or even other mirrorless settings like Sony E-Mount. If you want more depth of field, a tripod is the safest solution, but OSS is definitely an advantage for any lens, and especially heavy models with long zoom ranges. Tokina 11-16 mm f/2.8 for Canon ($ 388) Category: large angle 35 mm equivalent: 17.6-25.6
mmweight: 19.8 oz. What we like: the fastest angle zoom on this list. What we do not have: distortion and limited Zoom Range. The lens is super sharp, focuses quickly and accurately, and produces creamy bokeh. For better low light and bokeh performance, try the most expensive 50 mm f/1.4 canon. See canon 50 mm f/1.8 5.6 5.6 :osep ed mm 021
:etnelaviuqE mm 53orcaM :aÃrogetaC )943 $( orcam 8.2/f mm 06 supmylO .5 we like: The top macro target for the Micro Four Thirds system. For those who spend a lot of time outdoors, a high-angle zoom of quality can open a world of possibilities. And Olympus makes other macro options including a 30mm f/3.5. But all in all, we prefer the focal
length and price of 60mm f/2.8. See Olympus 60mm f/2.8 Macro 7. Given the Canon 16-35mm f/4 is less than half the price of 16-35mm f/2.8, considerably smaller and lighter, and comes with the stabilization of the image, we give the knot to the version f/4. Sony 16-55mm f/2.8 G ($1,398) Category: Travel/portrait35mm equivalent: 24-82.5mmWeight:
17.4oz. What we like: A premium horse lens for E-Mount. What we don't do: Pricey, heavy, and not OSS. And the good news is that in 2019 there are many options to choose that they do not require an adapter. E-Mount Lenses for Video Many cameras, like Sony's Alfa a6600, now come with stunning video capabilities. 28mm is narrower than we
prefer for the great landscapes, but a little wide for travel photography and portraiture. Both are quality lenses and can't be wrong with any, but we think f/2 is fast enough for most people. For everything, from wildlife photography to points, this is the main goal of X-Mount telephoto on the market. Those lenses are good values when purchased with
the body of the camera, but we recommend adding a specialty zoom or a high quality zoom whenever possible. And about $725, it's a great value for a professional wide-angle zoom. In short, you will wear the lens for prolonged periods either around your neck or in your camera bag, and the weight definitely makes a difference with time. We
understand the draw to all the lenses. f/1.4 No. 86mm Zeiss Loxia 21mm levin levin otla ed acitp³Ã odnacsub ¡Ãtse detsu is orep ,odil³Ãs rolav ed sogeuj nos seroiretna mooz ed setnel saL .atelpmoc aram¡Ãc ed aslob anu razalpmeer edeup ,059$ ed rodederla rop :elbanozar oicerp nu eneit n©ÃibmaT .zo 9.31 ohcna olugnÃ 000,1$ Give the canon 1755mm f/2.8 a serious look. It is difficult to deny the comfort of an all objective in one. Buying a full frame DSLR is a very exciting perspective, but deciding on adequate EF format lenses can be very difficult. Prime Lenses Each lens buyer faces the hard decision of Zoom vs. Because the image sensor in the Canon APS-C cages is 1.6 times less than a 35
mm cup, multiply the focal length of the lens by 1.6 to determine its equivalent. It is worth it to alar that the quality of Zoom lenses continues to improve and even the canon kit lenses are much better Óstically than in previous years. If you shoot video, it is worth buying a STM lens and that is the direction that canon moves in the afternoon. If you are
a serious portrait shooter with the budget, this is a necessity lens. For around $ 100, you get great coverage equivalent to 80-300mm, decent acuteness, and reasonably good autofocus (you will hunt sometimes). It is sharp for such a lens, of reasonable size to 18.3 ounces, and has a quality construction. F/4 Sã 77mm Sony 70-200mm F/2.8 Gm $ 2,398
Telephoto 52.2 Oz. Sigma is one of our favorite third -party lens manufacturers, offering unique options that are generally most cheap and cheap that canon's native offers. Consequently, some people use an adapter for lenses that already have or even want to buy. Both lenses are far superior to the disappointing 50mm F/1.8, which reaches an
attractive price point but is not at the height of the Sony CaMers of Full Framework. A full mirror without a full mirror such as the Sony A7R IV is a synt attractive option for serious landscape photographers, with low weight and high resolution sensor. In addition, the new canon digital slr have characteristics as correction of sal sal ed anu naredisnoc
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al ed rasep a 8.4-5.3/f mm002-55 led roirefni osep le y artxe ecnacla le somaicerpA .mm531-81 y mm55-81 omoc smooz 4.1/f 4.1/f samall ne odip¡Ãr nu eneit :anig¡Ãp al ed atlas etnel atse ,lepap nE 4.1/f mm03 le omoc senoicpo noc etnedive se euq ,tnuoM-E Aperture, a useful focal distance equivalent to 45 mm, and is offered for $279 reasonable. But
for portraits in the EF-S cameras, you won't find a better value. With about $ 450, this is the cheapest FE lens on this list for quite a while. The good news is that both are level zoom Pro that offer almost all the features and features you will need: excellent sharpness, solid performance with little light, good field depth and premium construction
quality, including the climate sealing. This is where the price often comes into play. For more background information, see our Micro Four Thirds lens comparison table and purchase tips below selections. The four-thirds camera for much less than anything, from Fujifilm, but it is certainly recovering something for its investment. and X-Pro2 are
weather resistant, which means that the joints and button areas are covered and sealed with rubber to reduce exposure to moisture and dust. The 18-55 mm f/2.8-4 Fujifilm is sold with cameras like X-T2 and X-T20, but calling it a "kit" lens would be a bad service. Let Sigma create a fast EF-S lens but at reasonable prices that gives Canon a serious
career for his money. In full frame cameras like the A7R IV, Sony really reinforced lens support, and those cameras were much bigger to start. see the 100-400 mm below (and yes, it's a GM). See the Sony 70-200 mm f/2.8 gm 7. Unfortunately, it is difficult for us to recommend Tamron from 24 to 70 mm f/ 2.8 for Canon EF. There are no tough and fast
rules and there are excellent options in both categories, but zoom lenses are excellent for beginners and situations like traveling that are excellentA variety of focal lengths. At a total of 39.9 ounces, there are 10 heavy ounces than the Sony 85mm F/1.4 GM, which makes the load around laborious and can be a breakup agree for those who seek to
shave ounces of their bag of their bag mara. The majority of those who do, however, discover that it is very easy, more precise and fun. 18.8 ounces, a couple of hundreds of cheap ones, and take filters. Sigma in particular has a series of pleasant offers, including 16mm F/1.4 on this list and other cousins in focal lengths including 19mm, 30mm, and
60mm. At 8.3 ounces, it is substantially more light than the previous 10-24mm (14.5 ounces.) F/4.5-5.6 Sã 72mm Sony 12-24mm f/4 $ 1,673 ã I angle wide 19.9 oz. It is worth a penalty that this lens has been significantly discounted from the end (the MSRP is $ 799), so it is possible that a replacement is in the works. See the canon 17-40mm f/4l 16.
Panasonic 35-100mm f/4-5.6 $ (248) Category: Portrait/Telefoto35mm Equivalent: 70-200mmpeso: 4.8 oz. What we like: more light and more acute than the 40-150mm above. What we do not do: you fight under the light. There is a value game and a fun compliance with many of the previous lenses: the version Panasonic 35-100mm f/4-5.6 is available
for less than $ 250. At the end of the day, it is more light than the Sony 18-200mm or 18-105mm and feels a bit more modern. It is a close call between the Sony 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 and Sony 18-105mm f/4 above. Piésalo in this way: Fujifilm does not really make low quality lenses and stick it to the middle of rank and high -end. The shaving and the
autofoco are surprisingly good for such a lens, and at 19 ounces, the 16-300mm is not even so heavy for what you get (the canon 17-55mm f/2.8 above is more heavy, for instance). In addition, the Sigma weighs a high 18.3 ounces, which is more than the double canon 10-18mm and 4 ounces more heavy than the 10-22mm. Y the most impressive is its
maximum opening f/2, which is fantastic for♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪
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than 20.5 ounces, but 100mm is large to shoot those little small little ones Of course, low-light performance in f/4-5.6 cannot match a high-end lens and does not expect miracles in terms of optical quality. For those who specialize in portrait photography, the Canon 85 mm f/1.2 is the best EF lens on the market. We like fujifilm 14 mm f/2.8 Prime, but
that lens costs almost so much and is less versatile. Take version f/1.4 if cost and weight are not major concerns or you are a professional that depends on this focal distance, but we believe that the 35 mm lens is more than enough for most people and a great value. . See fujifilm 35 mm f/2 2. And even if we want us to like this lens, it just doesn't do it
from an image quality perspective. We will begin by pointing out that the 50 mm f/1.8 STM is technically an EF lens, but it is fully compatible with the EF-S cameras with an equivalent of 80 mm and we are writing it in that context. In addition, you will be obtaining the main focal length for street photography and travel, which is from where much of
the following comes for this lens. However, the reality is that many Sony APS-C photographers have a price to buy $1,000 -The main lens. Given the cost and technical challenges of adapters, we tend to think of them more for full frame cameras than APS-C cameras. In short, this lens is impressive in terms of performance. Second, the zoom lenses
below are more versatile, although you sacrifice the sharpness and performance of little light. Zoom lenses vs. enter the 100-400 mm f/4.5-5.6, which is another premium lens in Sony's advertised G master alignment. You can definitely have a positive experience with the adapters, but it is a potential headache you won't have when using native FE
lenses. The only models we really try to avoid are the zoom lenses of thethat come with the body of the cages (the Olympus 14-42 mm f/3.5-5.6, for example). Canon is not very clear about which it means exactly "l", but the predominant theory is that it represents represents Many (but not all) of these lenses are weatherproof and have high quality
elements that include ultra -low dispersion glass. Sony 24-70 mm F/4 ($ 698) Category: Travel/Portrait Weight: 15.2 Oz. We like: versatility at a good price. What we don't have: distorting and softness. But this lens has its deficiencies. 100 mm is ideal for forefront portraits and capture details, but it is not an ideal focal distance for the majority of
travel or street photography. The climate seal lenses are less at risk of the elements that the bodies of the mail, but they can be affected by dust, humidity and anything else that can be filtered in your team. Although we do not focus too much on the video above since it is not a priority for the majority of the shooters, many of the lenses on our list are
excellent options for those looking for a sysal video configuration. Both are easy to ignore if this is the most used focal distance, but 55 mm f/1.8 does a fairly good job without those disadvantages. The equivalent of 45 mm is a large focal length, and although the lens does not have a stabilization of OSS and in the Cámara could help compensate for it.
In this focal distance, it is a dreaming of dreams for the A7R IV. You can add this lens to almost any Cãman without mirror Fujifilm and exit with excellent photos for everything, from landscapes to portraits. Given the quite expensive width lens options such as 10-14 mm f/4 and 14 mm f/2.8, we are thinking out of the box with the Rokinon 12 mm f/2.
It is worth it to alar that the most important zoom lenses tend to be more heavy since the ungeptic complexity requires more internal components. The good news is that it often has options in almost all important focal distances. The Fujifilm of 23 mm f/2 is not as versional as 35 mm f/2 with a 35 mm focal length equivalent that is a bit narrow for the
portrait. But demanding photographers should look somewhere else. See canon 18-55 mm f/3.5-5.6 is STM 15. For the best imagefrom a zoom lens, this is the top choice for Sony E-Mount. Despite being a remarkable step in the performance of a lens like the Sony 16-70mm f/4 above, we have a difficult time to overcome the price. Take Fujifilm 18135mm if simplicity and versatility are the main priorities, but for most people we think it is worth taking a couple of special lenses. See Fujifilm 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 12. This article is loaded with fast cousins, and Fujifilm's sharpness, color delivery and distortion are really impressive. Sigma 50mm f/1.4 Art is certainly. See Sigma 50mm f/1.4 Art 13.
What we don't do: You have to be soft in the corners. If you are on the market for a full frame lens Canon and you don't care about an old but good, take a look at 17-40mm f/4L. Fujifilm 14mm f/2.8 $(799) Category: Wide angle35mm equivalent: 21mmWeight: 8.3 oz. What we like: A very sharp and minimal distortion. What we don't do: Less versatility
than the 10-24mm above. And serious telephoto enthusiasts should consider 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 then it is out of cost-wise reach for most people but has the longest zoom range of any X-Mount lens by far. See Fujifilm 55-200mm f/3.5-4.8 6. Sigma in particular has been making major thrusts in both the culture sensor and the full frame markets, and
often you can find Sigma lenses with faster maximum openings at lower prices than Canon. All things considered, it's the real deal at 50mm. If you are really looking to save, the Rokinon 12mm f/2 below is a fun manual focus target that gets your foot on the wide-angle door without breaking the bank. See Fujifilm 10-24mm f/4 4. The first version was
an IS standard, while the second added a step engine (STM)video smooth. If you do not need image stabilization (the Panasonic has Power O.I.S), we prefer the Olympus's optics and versatility. See Olympus 40-150mm f/2.8 Pro Lens Comparison Table Micro Four Third Party Objective etnel anu se ,ahplA ynoS ametsis le nasu euq erbil eria la
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edisnwod raelc ehT .tnioppasid ton lliwWide angle compared to other types of photography. Canon 17-55 mm f/2.8 IS USM ($ 549) Category: Travel/Portrait35 mm equivalent: 27.2-88 mmweight: â 22.4 oz. What we like: fast, sharp and well built. What we are not: more than double the duplicate Sigma Price 17-55 mm f/2.8 above. At the end of the
day, the three are first-level portrait lenses, but we like the value of the Sony 85 mm f/1.8. â see Sony 85 mm f/1.8 4. For more information on background, see our Sony e-mountain Table of lens comparison and purchase tips below selections. What we don't have: expensive for a main lens. All those who shoot portraits need a 50 mm high lens, and the
Sony 35 mm f/1.8 is just that (or very close to it with a 52.5 mm equivalent). We don't always go to this route: see 16-35 mm and 70-200 mm below, but this is one of Canon's main lenses and the maximum opening f/2.8 gives you the low performance, bokeh, bokeh, bokeh, and depth of field you just got from the f/4. Zoom lenses The Prime vs. Fujifilm
18-135 mm f/3.5-5.6 OIS ($ 799) Category: all in a 35 mm equivalent: 27-206 mm weight: 17.3 oz. What we like: the most versatile lens on this list and the sealed climate. What we don't have: it's hard to let all those big cousins pass. For professionals and enthusiasts who depend on this focal distance, the most expensive Fujifilm of 23 mm f/1.4 is a
faster stop. f/2.8 Yes 77 mm Zeiss Batis 18 mm f/2.8 $ 1,274 wide angle 11.6 oz. Note that the Micro Four Thirds lenses are compatible with the brand on any camera brand, so it is easy to use Panasonic lenses on an Olympus body or vice versa (and has the flexibility to change the camera marks on the road). Both the 16-55 mm of Fujifilm f/2.8 and
55-140 mm f/2.8 are sealed by the weather, as well as the climate sonugla sonugla rev aÃratnacne son ,erbil eria la sofarg³Ãtof omoC .6.5-5.3/f mm wide-angle lenses are sealed from time, but currently none other than 16mm f/1.4 are. It is also common to find a little more plastic in construction. In addition, you get good image quality throughout
much of the range here, but the goal is not large in any particular focal length, so we usually favor going with more specific zooms or cousins. see sony 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 9. sony 50mm f/1.8 oss $(298) Category: Portrait35mm equivalent: 75mmWeight: 7.2 oz. what gets us: reasonable price. what we don't do: autofocus can be noisy and hunt at
times. with an equivalent focal length of 120 mm, a maximum opening f/2.8 and 1:1 magnifying capabilities, offers all the elements you will need for a large macrophotography on your micro camera four thirds. but we love the value at $449, which is very reasonable given the maximum opening f/1.4 and image quality in general. There is a shortage of
micro four third lens options in the equivalent of 35mm-ish, with the fastest option being the olympus 17mm f/1.2 pro at $1,199. Furthermore, its sub-6 ounce weight makes it one of the lightest options on the list. However, sigma recently released versions of sony faith of many art lenses (our favorite is the 85mm f/1.4 art) and plan to keep rolling
more out. and not surprisingly, the target has a good amount of distortion, but that can be corrected in camera or in post processing. about the good news: currently offered for less than $500, the canon 17-40mm f/4 is a lot of an agreement for a series objective l. said this, we love the image and quality of construction: the sony 24mm f/1.8 has a
professional feeling and performance that are difficult to combine. see sony 24mm f/1.8 15. the tokina 11-16mm f/2.8 is an interesting alternative to the other wide-angle zoomsEF-S. The problems with the Sony 50mm f/1.4 are that it is samper heavy for a cousin and quite expensive. For example, the Sony 10-18mm f/4 f/4 ed dadilac al y negami al
erbos amirp anu nacoloc y aÃfargotof ed satsirup res a nedneit mlifijuF sofarg³Ãtof sohcuM .s¡Ãm 002$ atseuc y ,sortlif amot on ,sazno 81 ed s¡Ãm a abirra 4-8.2/f mm81-8 cinosanaP le euq odasep s¡Ãm etnemelbaredisnoc sE ?Ãuqa ecerapa on 4.1/f mm05 nonaC le ©Ãuq roP¿Â .otseupuserp nu ne solleuqa arap otelpmoc ocram ed etnel etnelecxe anu
se atse orep ,dadicolev us noc ralov n¡Ãrajed et on euq ocofotua y ocits¡Ãlp ed aÃroyam us ne n³Ãiccurtsnoc anu neyulcni sotseupmoc soL .EF ynoS omoc raletse ametsis nu arap licÃfid s¡Ãm se orep ,C-SPA saram¡Ãc arap ralucitrap ne y ,etnematla s¡Ãm onu ne odot setnel somadnemocer solucÃtra sorto nE .osomerc hekob le y setneijurc etnemelb‐
Ãercni seneg¡Ãmi sal rama rative somedop on ,ograbme niS .sarbil 3 ed s¡Ãm neib asep y 005,2$ atseuc 4/f mm003 opmilO le ,n³Ãicarapmoc al araP .otelpmoc ocram ed aram¡Ãc ed sopreuc ne necilitu es on euq etnemadiceracne somadnemocer ,FE ejatnom nu neneit etnemacinc©Ãt ovitluc ed rosnes ed saram¡Ãc sal arap soda±Ãesid sorecret ed
setnel sonugla euq sartneim Y .mooz ed avitanretla o tik reiuqlauc ¡Ãrarepus aÃvadot ovitejbo le orep ,roiretna cinosanaP led 2.1/f odidnecne odip¡Ãr le euq atnel s¡Ãm atelpmoc adarap anu se 8.1/f ,otseupus rop Y .sotirovaf otseupuserp ed sovitejbo sortseun ed onu se ets©Ã ,otsoc ojab a ortcepse led otofelet led omertxe le ne ratnemirepxe nereiuq
euq solleuqa araP .etnemadip¡Ãr artnec es y adalifa ,adip¡Ãr se euq ,4.1/f mm61 al se roirepus n³Ãicceles artseuN .nonaC ed selbarapmoc savitan satrefo sal euq sasotsoc sonem y sadiurtsnoc neib ,sadip¡Ãr nos setnel saL .mm004-001 ed otofelet ed ovisam mooz le arap sazno 04 ed s¡Ãm a samirp sal ed eires anu arap sazno 6 ed rodederla edsed nav
euq ,sotcudorp ed senoicacificepse sal ne tnuoM-X mlifijuF etnel adac ed osep le odiulcni someH .)mm 53 ed aram¡Ãc anu ne ahcna-artlu aÃres mm81-01( odatsil ognar le euq litºÃ s¡Ãm ohcum se dadilaer ne euq ,mm72-51 a etnelaviuqe se ovitejbo lE And X-Mount offers reflect that. Certain zooms â € F/3.5-5.6 Sã 72mm Sony 28mm f/2 $ 448 $ 448
7.1 oz. The lens is decently sharp, and particularly when stopped down, but softer overall than either of Canon¢ÃÂÂs wide-angle options. Focal length aside, we love the combination of price, performance, and build quality, and it¢ÃÂÂs a worthy alternative to the 56mm f/1.2.Ã ÂSee the Fujifilm 50mm f/2 7 Fujifilm X-Mount Lenses that Missed the Cut
11. But we absolutely love the focal length range, which at an 80-300mm equivalent offers tremendous versatility. An f/1.4 or f/1.2 lens can create image quality and bokeh that no f/4 lens can match.Ã Â Ã Â Canon¢ÃÂÂs ¢ÃÂÂL¢ÃÂÂ Designation Canon¢ÃÂÂs leading EF (full-frame) lenses receive the ¢ÃÂÂL¢ÃÂÂ designation, which includes a lot of
cachet along with a thin red band around the barrel. Serious macro photographers deserve a dedicated lens for the purpose, and our top pick forÃ ÂCanon's EF-S mount is the 60mm f/2.8. With a focal length equivalent of 96mm, this lens is ideal for most macro and medium telephoto shots. Sony 16-35mm f/4 ($1,098) Category: Wide angleWeight:
18.3 oz.What we like: Great optics and sunstars at a reasonable price and weight.Ã ÂWhat we don¢ÃÂÂt: Falls short of the G Master below in low-light performance. All in all, we like the Sony 70-300mm best for APS-C cameras (the focal length equivalent is a whopping 105-450mm), but less so for full frame.See theÃ ÂSony 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 17.
From an image quality perspective, you¢ÃÂÂll definitely notice some softness toward the edges of the frame, and particularly at the wide end and when wide open. Starting with price, $800 is rather expensive, although not compared to some of the other "Pro" series lenses. The Canon 15-85mm is an exception, hitting an equivalent of 24mm at the
wide end with an attractive 24-136mm focal length range that goes from wide angle to medium telephoto. Fujifilm X-Mount cameras have a 1.5x crop factor, or more specifically, 1.52 or 1.53 depending on the varying math of Fujifilm¢ÃÂÂs website. Lenses Many of our lens articles have a prominent representation of third -party lens manufacturers
such as Sigma and Tamron, but do not attend Fujifilm. 1. See the Sigma 35 mm F/1.4 Art 9. This lens makes a lot of sense for those who frequently take photos of portraits and people, and can also be doubled as a macro lens. The conclusion is that the majority of the people who read this article have decided that the quality of the image is essential,
so he chooses a complete frame, and carry 5 or more extra pounds in their adventures is worth it . We do not love the maximum opening of f/4 for a premium lens, but it has stabilization of images OSS to help with little light. Both broad-Canon EF-S unique zoom have a better automatic approach than their third-party counterparts and their upper
constructions. It even has a focus lyster switch to help accelerate the automatic approach, and the lens is reasonably lightly lightly more than 6.5 ounces. What are the deficiencies of Olympus 60 mm f/2.8? The sharpness could be better, which is a bit disappointing for a macro lens, and the automatic approach can be slow. Due to the stellar
reputation of Zeiss in the use, these are lenses of great prestige that can face face to face with almost anything in the market. Next, we decomned the options of primary and zoom lens for the assembly of Fujifilm X of great angle and portrait to teleobjective. Previously we had the F/4 of 70-200 mm in the highest position due to availability problems
with the F/2.8 GM, but that has been resolved and now it is in stock in line and in stores. Finally, the focal distance range is more small than other great angular lenses on this list. Fujifilm's cousins are particularly strong, but alignment as a whole has an impressive acuity, lack of nos nos odip¡Ãr s¡Ãm o amix¡Ãm arutrepa atse noc setnel saL .8.2/f ne
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videos, it doesn't matter if you are a photographer or experienced veteran. As for other macro options, the Micro Four Thirds line is surprisingly low. By hitting the longest focal lengths, the Sigma opens to a mere f/6.3, which can make the shooting at anything but the bright light difficult. Any lens brand you choose, make sure you do your research
(or read ours). Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 Silence Miguel Virkkunen CarvalhoLens Compatibility Canon has two types of lenses for its digital SLRs: EF-S (compatible only with APS-C cameras or culture sensors) and EF (compatible with full frame and crop sensor cameras). In the end, we give the knot to the Panasonic: it is considerably lighter to 11.1
ounces vs. We have two main problems with Sigma 10-20mm: softness and weight. In addition to including high-quality lens options with quick maximum openings and premium constructions, we have taken into account the value and that is reflected in our classification. Panasonic 8-18mm f/2.8-4 (1.098) Category: Width35mm equivalent: 1636mmWeight: 11 oz. What we like: lighter and cheaper than the Olympus 7-14mm f/2.8 below. What we don't do: Not as good in low light as the Olympic. For landscape photographers, a high-angle lens of quality is their most valuable tool. In general, it is not a bad lens in terms of image quality, but the lenses above certainly exceeded it. out.
Canon EF Lenses (including EF-S lenses, excluding EF-M lenses) Lens Mount. Canon EF mount Image Sensor Type. CMOS Sensor ... 2020 Firmware Notice: EOS Rebel T6: Firmware Version 1.2.0: Firmware Notice ... that the Product will be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and service for a period of one (1) year
from the ... Events and seminars hosted and/or organised by the IDM are indexed on the respective IDM calendars. Kindly note certain events may require an R.S.V.P or registration. Canon EF Lenses (including EF-S lenses, excluding EF-M lenses) Lens Mount. Canon EF mount Image Sensor Type. CMOS Sensor ... 2020 EOS Rebel SL2: Firmware
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